NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

1. MAKE FROM: MULBERRY P/N: 97152 BLANK DOUBLE GANG USING STANDARD MOUNTING HOLES PER DIAGRAM. EQUIVALENT WALL-PLATE MAY BE PROVIDED THAT MOUNTING HOLES MEETS MULBERRY OR THE DRAWING DIMENSIONS.

2. THREE CUTOUTS TO BE FILLED WITH CATEGORY 5 JACKS FROM: HUBBELL PREMISE WIRING INC. OR ACCEPTED EQUIVALENT P/N HUBBELL 5110816, 8 PIN, CATEGORY 5e 568A JACK OR EQUAL

3. DIMENSIONS LISTED ARE NOMINAL AND MAY BE ALTERED AS NECESSARY, PROVIDED SUCH DEVIATIONS ALLOW A MINIMUM FIT TOLERANCE BETWEEN JACK LISTED ABOVE AND THE CUTOUTS WITHOUT MOUNTING CLIPS OR SPRING TENSION INSERTS.

4. DEBUR OR BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES.

5. INSCRIBE WALLPLATE AS NOTED.

6. MANUFACTURER IS TO PROVIDE SAMPLE MODEL OF THIS WALLPLATE FOR APPROVAL/ACCEPTANCE PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF ORDER.

UCSB STANDARD WALL PLATE FOR LEVEL 5 CABLE & 8-PIN EIA/TIA 568A CATEGORY 5e MODULAR JACK

FILE: WP3JACK
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